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Uncertainty creeps into medical practice through every pore. Whether a physician is defining a disease, making a diagnosis, selecting a procedure, observing outcomes, assessing probabilities, assigning preferences, or putting it all together, he is walking on very slippery terrain. It is difficult for nonphysicians, and for many physicians, to appreciate how complex these tasks are, how poorly we understand them, and how easy it is for honest people to come to different conclusions.
-David Eddy 1 U ncertainty pervades and motivates every activity related to health care. At the most fundamental level, it is uncertainty of one form or another that fuels medical research, prompts patients to seek care, and stimulates medical intervention. 2, 3 The inability to abolish uncertainty, furthermore, promotes the perpetuation of these activities and creates difficult challenges for clinicians and patients.
The central and problematic nature of uncertainty in health care has been acknowledged by scholars since the 1950s, when the sociologist Renée Fox 3, 4 conducted seminal studies documenting how physicians struggle with uncertainty during their training. More recently, uncertainty in health care has attracted growing attention because of several trends and events. The continued rise of the evidencebased medicine movement has highlighted professional awareness of the limitations of scientific knowledge. Meanwhile, public awareness and confusion have been heightened by broadening mass media coverage of medical controversies ranging from drug safety to breast cancer screening, and scientific uncertainty has come to occupy a central place in the US health policy agenda. Current interest in comparative effectiveness research is ultimately driven by an explicit motivation to reduce scientific uncertainty in health care. 5, 6 The informed and shared decision making movement, along with growing efforts to make health care more ''patientcentered, '' 7 has highlighted the need to educate patients and help them cope with uncertainty. A seminal publication on patient-centered communication from the National Cancer Institute identifies the management of uncertainty as a core function of the endeavor. 8 Despite the growing visibility and importance of uncertainty in health care, we have a limited understanding of how to address the many problems it poses for laypersons, patients, clinicians, and health policy makers. Although groundbreaking work has been conducted by researchers from various disciplines including sociology, 3,4,9-11 bioethics, 12 health services research, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] communication, 2 and nursing, 18, 19 the body of knowledge on the uncertainties faced by clinicians and patients is fragmented and incomplete, and important insights have not been translated to clinical practice. Consequently, we know little about the optimal means and outcomes of communicating uncertainty to patients and the public, 20 and even less about how to help clinicians and patients cope with uncertainty. 8 These knowledge gaps reflect limitations in empirical evidence; however, a more fundamental problem is the absence of a shared concept of uncertainty and a lack of integration of insights from different disciplines. 21 Uncertainty has many conceptual meanings that are not often distinguished or explicitly considered. 2, 22, 23 Furthermore, uncertainty is not a monolithic phenomenon. There are multiple varieties of uncertainty that may have distinct psychological effects and thus warrant different courses of action. 20, 21, 24, 25 An organizing conceptual framework that categorizes these multiple varieties of uncertainty in a coherent, useful way may thus be of value to clinicians, researchers, and health policy makers. Such a framework could help researchers measure and understand the manifestations, mechanisms, and effects of uncertainty in health care and develop effective, targeted interventions for managing uncertainty among clinicians and patients. A conceptual framework also could enable clinicians to establish a precise diagnosis and prognosis of the specific uncertainties in different clinical circumstances and to implement strategies to assist patients in coping with these uncertainties.
The purpose of this article is to summarize major theoretical insights relevant to understanding uncertainty specific to health care and to develop an integrative conceptual taxonomy that can serve as a useful framework, based on a review of literature from the fields of decision science, psychology, communication, engineering, and health services research. To accomplish this review, we searched electronic databases (Medline, PsycINFO, Web of Science) using broad search terms (uncertainty, ambiguity) and scanning abstracts to identify the small number of articles that not only dealt with the topic of uncertainty but attempted to develop theoretical classifications or taxonomies of this phenomenon. We also scanned reference lists of all identified articles to capture additional articles and sources (e.g., books, monographs). In this article we synthesize the diverse theoretical perspectives found in our review and propose a new 3-dimensional taxonomy that characterizes uncertainty in health care in terms of its fundamental sources, issues, and loci. We attempt to show how the new taxonomy clarifies the nature and prognosis of uncertainty in health care and suggests promising approaches to this important problem in research and clinical care.
THE MANY MEANINGS OF UNCERTAINTY
The first challenge in developing an integrative conceptual framework is to settle on a working definition of the term uncertainty. Although much has been written about uncertainty by researchers from various disciplines, rarely has the term itself been explicitly defined. The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines uncertainty as ''the state of being uncertain'' and uses a plethora of terms to define uncertain: indefinite, indeterminate, not certain to occur, problematical, not reliable, untrustworthy, not known beyond doubt, dubious, doubtful, not clearly identified or defined, not constant, variable, and fitful. 26 These expansive descriptors clearly encompass numerous types, sources, and manifestations of uncertainty and illustrate the challenge involved in understanding uncertainty in health care. A useful working definition of uncertainty needs to specify the concept underlying these varied meanings of the term.
Implicit in the dictionary definition of uncertainty as a ''state'' is a conceptualization of uncertainty as a subjective, cognitive experience of people-a state of mind rather than a feature of the objective world. The defining feature of this state, furthermore, appears to be lack of knowledge about some aspect of reality. Importantly, however, the concept of uncertainty also implies a subjective
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES consciousness or awareness of one's lack of knowledge, without which one could not feel uncertain; uncertainty is a form of ''metacognition''-a knowing about knowing. 27 Thus the decision scientist Smithson 21 usefully distinguishes uncertainty from what he terms ''meta-ignorance''-the state of ''not knowing that one does not know.'' At the most fundamental level, then, we may define uncertainty as the subjective perception of ignorance. It is this fundamental perception that makes possible the many manifestations of uncertainty catalogued in conventional definitions of the term-for example, feelings of doubt, perceptions of indefiniteness, indeterminacy, unreliability, and so on. This subjective perception of ignorance is experienced by patients and health professionals in differing ways and degrees, motivates action, and elicits a variety of psychological responses.
TAXONOMIES OF UNCERTAINTY IN HEALTH CARE: PAST APPROACHES
Even if we accept the subjective perception of ignorance as a working definition of uncertainty, we are left with the challenge of classifying its many types, sources, and manifestations in a coherent and useful way. In the literature on uncertainty in health care there have been a few notable efforts to do so, which lay the groundwork for a taxonomy while manifesting limitations that call for new approaches.
In the nursing literature, Mishel 18, 19 has written extensively about patients' experiences of ''uncertainty in illness'' and has developed measures of perceived uncertainty regarding acute and chronic illness. She has defined uncertainty as ''the inability to determine the meaning of illness-related events'' 28 and has identified 4 distinct dimensions of patients' experiences of uncertainty in illness: 1) ambiguity-patients' self-evaluation of the state of illness as vague or unclear; 2) complexity-the multiplicity of varied cues patients perceive about treatment and the system of care; 3) deficient information-inadequate information concerning patients' diagnosis; and 4) unpredictabilityabsence of stability in the course of patients' illness and outcomes. 19 This taxonomy is useful in identifying factors that contribute to uncertainty in health care settings. Its weakness, however, is a lack of precision in the definitions of its factors. In the case of ''ambiguity,'' for example, exactly what it means for patient self-evaluations to be ''vague or unclear'' is itself unclear, and measures of these various factors have been found to overlap. 18 Furthermore, Mishel's taxonomy is not exhaustive; it focuses exclusively on uncertainty experienced by patients and does not encompass other important types of uncertainty in health care, such as scientific uncertainty.
In the communication literature, Babrow and colleagues 2 have developed a more expansive conceptual taxonomy that includes 5 principal meanings or forms of uncertainty in health care: 1) complexityarising from the multicausality, contingency, reciprocity, or unpredictability of a phenomenon; 2) qualities of information-its clarity, accuracy, completeness, volume, ambiguity, consistency, applicability, or trustworthiness; 3) probabilityreferring to one's belief in a specific probability or a range of probabilities; 4) structure of informationits order or integration; and 5) lay epistemologypeople's own beliefs about a phenomenon. 2 The strength of this taxonomy is its greater detail and comprehensiveness compared with Mishel's; however, it also has limitations. Its conceptual categories are not clearly distinct, and some may be logically combined or subsumed within others; for example, ''structure of information'' can be subsumed within ''qualities'' of information. At the same time, the taxonomy fails to identify other more fundamental conceptual distinctions that do seem important. For example, the taxonomy does not distinguish between uncertainty arising from the objective nature of ''whatever is at issue'' (e.g., its complexity or probabilistic nature) v. the available information about the issue (e.g., the quality of information) v. people's subjective interpretation of the information (e.g., lay epistemology).
In a different vein, Kasper and colleagues 29 developed a conceptual taxonomy including 8 categories of uncertainties experienced by cancer patients: 1) social integration; 2) diagnosis and prognosis; 3) deciphering information (regarding the behavior of medical staff or other kinds of information); 4) mastering of requirements (the ability to cope with disease-related life changes); 5) causal attribution; 6) preferred degree of involvement in the physician patient interaction; 7) physicians' trustability; and 8) treatment (efficacy of a treatment as well as of other supporting activities). 29 This taxonomy diverges from those of Babrow and Mishel in focusing on specific clinical problems and tasks that represent objects rather than sources of uncertainty. It therefore adds valuable clinical specificity and comprehensiveness but at the expense of neglecting underlying causes of uncertainty that cross-cut multiple clinical problems. For example, uncertainties regarding both diagnosis/prognosis and deciphering information may ultimately result from ''complexity'' or other informational characteristics.
TAXONOMIES OF UNCERTAINTY: INSIGHTS FROM OTHER FIELDS
The utility of existing taxonomies of uncertainty in health care is limited by their focus on isolated types of uncertainty or their failure to coherently distinguish between these types or to capture the full range of their sources and manifestations. These limitations are significant in that empirical evidence suggests that different types, sources, and manifestations of uncertainty may elicit divergent responses from people and may thus warrant different actions on the part of health professionals. 2, 21, 24 To be useful to researchers and clinicians, a conceptual taxonomy of uncertainty needs to differentiate between the many types, sources, and manifestations of uncertainty that lead to distinct effects.
Research in fields outside of health care provides key insights that are pertinent to this task. In the decision science literature, Lipshitz and Strauss 22 have usefully distinguished 2 main dimensions by which uncertainty can be conceptualized. The first is by source-incomplete information, inadequate understanding, or undifferentiated alternatives of equal attractiveness. The second is by issue-the particular outcomes, situation, or alternatives to which a given uncertainty applies. According to this 2-dimensional organizing schema, the taxonomies of Mishel and Babrow deal mostly with source, whereas the taxonomy of Kasper and colleagues deals mostly with issue. Each taxonomy is thus useful in its own right; however, they fail to both distinguish between the 2 dimensions and exhaust the full range of both sources and issues of uncertainty in health care.
Sources of Uncertainty
Smithson 21, 24 has identified additional important sources of uncertainty in his comprehensive ''taxonomy of ignorance,'' which defines ignorance as an erroneous cognitive state arising from either distorted or incomplete views. In Smithson's taxonomy, uncertainty is a specific subtype of ignorance arising from incompleteness of one's knowledge of a phenomenon or event. This occurs when available information is limited to or characterized by probability (the likelihood of a future event), ambiguity (a multiplicity of possible states for a single concept or event), or vagueness (a multiplicity of possible values on a continuum). These sources of uncertainty themselves have underlying sources and subtypes; for example, ''vagueness'' can arise from either ''fuzziness'' (a lack of fine-graded distinctions or boundaries) or ''nonspecificity'' (imprecision) of information, whereas ''ambiguity'' may arise from information that is conflicting or subject to multiple interpretations. This hierarchical taxonomy has been expanded in the engineering literature by Ayyub, 30 who has enumerated even more narrowly defined subtypes or sources of uncertainty.
These taxonomies are valuable not only in their comprehensiveness but in their coherent reduction of uncertainty to conceptually discrete elements. Smithson's concepts of ambiguity and vagueness, for example, are more precisely defined and logically fundamental than the concept of complexity in the frameworks of Mishel and Babrow.
These concepts also map onto sources of uncertainty that appear to have unique psychological effects, further justifying conceptual distinctions between them. For example, a large body of empirical research has shown that people respond differently to probabilities that are known-in which the uncertainty pertains to the indeterminacy of future outcomes and is expressed in terms of numeric probability estimates-as opposed to unknown, in which case discrete probability estimates are impossible or difficult to assign. The latter type of uncertainty, which decision theorists since Ellsberg 31 in 1961 have termed ambiguity, represents a critically important second-order, epistemic uncertainty regarding the ''reliability, credibility, or adequacy'' of existing risk information. Ambiguity has been shown to promote pessimistic appraisals of risk and avoidance of decision making-a phenomenon known as ''ambiguity aversion.'' [31] [32] [33] The magnitude of this effect appears to depend on the source of ambiguity-that is, conflicting v. incomplete information 33 -further corroborating the influence of the source of uncertainty on people's responses to it. A critical task for future research is to determine whether other conceptually distinct sources of uncertainty also have distinct psychological effects.
Issues of Uncertainty
With respect to the second main dimension of uncertainty-its substantive issues-theoretical
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES work outside of health care has focused largely on scientific uncertainty. This is a reflection of the disciplinary perspectives that have informed this work: engineering, risk analysis, behavioral decision theory, law. Scientific uncertainty is not the only important issue in health care; however, it is a matter of preeminent concern given the growing emphasis on evidence-based medicine and on informed and shared decision making. Because existing typologies of uncertainty in health care have not focused on the issue of scientific uncertainty, however, it is necessary to look to other disciplines for relevant insights.
In risk analysis and engineering, efforts to conceptualize scientific uncertainty have largely focused on statistical models used to assess and quantify risks. One conceptual distinction, made by risk analysis experts 23 and federal regulatory organizations such as the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 34 is between ''parameter uncertainty''-lack of knowledge about the values of a model's parameters-and ''model uncertainty''-lack of knowledge needed to determine the correct scientific theory on which to base a model. Another important distinction is between ''stochastic'' and ''epistemic'' uncertainty. 35, 36 Stochastic uncertainty pertains to the parameters of a risk model, originates from sampling or measurement error, and can be quantified and mathematically expressed (e.g., using confidence intervals). Epistemic uncertainty, in contrast, reflects limitations in the current ''state of knowledge'' underlying models themselves, originates from competing theories or models, is not readily quantifiable, and is manifest by subjective confusion or indecision. 35 Morgan and Henrion 37 have enumerated additional sources of scientific uncertainty pertaining to ''empirical quantities'' in risk analysis. These include 1) statistical variation arising from random measurement error; 2) subjective judgment due to systematic measurement error; 3) linguistic imprecision in the representation of quantities; 4) variability occurring naturally in a measured quantity over time or space; 5) inherent randomness and unpredictability arising from the indeterminacy (either real or apparent) of a phenomenon; 6) disagreement in interpretations of scientific evidence; and 7) approximation due to limitations in the capacity of a model to represent real-world systems. 37 The legal scholar Walker 38, 39 has developed a similarly expansive taxonomy of scientific uncertainty that distinguishes a broad variety of issues and causes specific to the scientific reasoning process. He identifies 6 main types of scientific uncertainty: 1) conceptual-related to the definition and choice of descriptive concepts or variables; 2) measurement-involving the application of concepts or variables to specific, individual cases; 3) sampling-involving the generalization from specific, observed cases to unobserved cases; 4) modeling-involving the prediction of one predicate or variable as a mathematical function of other predicates or variables; 5) causal-involving the inference from certain mathematical functions between variables to conclusions about causal relationships; and 6) epistemic-involving the choice of interpretations for fundamental, logical concepts used throughout all levels.
For our purposes, the important aspect of these taxonomies is that they deal specifically with scientific uncertainty, isolating issues particular to the concerns, methods, and activities of researcherssuch as measurement, sampling, and modeling. Yet some issues can be construed as sources rather than issues of uncertainty that apply equally outside of the domain of science. For example, causal reasoning is an important activity of everyday life, and causal uncertainty applies to and motivates judgment and decision making in many life domains. 40, 41 Likewise, epistemic uncertainty pervades not only scientific but all forms of reasoning. Indeed, a broader and more basic distinction has been made between epistemic (or ''epistemological'') and aleatory uncertainty-the latter pertaining to the fundamental, irreducible randomness or indeterminacy of natural events. This distinction has been the subject of longstanding debate in the philosophy of statistics and of medicine. 42, 43 However, the apparent indeterminacy of any given phenomenon arguably reflects mere human ignorance of its true causes 37 ; thus all uncertainty, scientific or not, may ultimately be construed as epistemic-related to the incompleteness of one's knowledge. 21, 24 
INTEGRATIVE TAXONOMY OF UNCERTAINTY IN HEALTH CARE: A 3-DIMENSIONAL VIEW
The foregoing analysis illustrates the diversity and richness of different understandings of uncertainty and the challenges of developing a useful taxonomy specific to the health care domain. We lack a single overarching theoretical perspective on uncertainty in general; most existing taxonomies focus narrowly on particular sources or issues. Other taxonomies focus more broadly on multiple aspects but fail to clearly distinguish between them. Furthermore, no taxonomy encompasses all of the salient issues in which uncertainty is manifest in health care. Conspicuously absent are issues that are more practical-that is, related to the navigation of the health care delivery system-or existentialrelated to patients' sense of meaning in life. Practical and existential uncertainties, however, may be more important to patients than uncertainties surrounding scientific information. [44] [45] [46] A coherent integrative taxonomy is needed that is 1) sufficiently broad to capture the full range of uncertainties experienced by clinicians and patients in health care settings and 2) sufficiently narrow to specify distinctions that are meaningful and actionable for clinicians, patients, researchers, and health policy makers. Such a taxonomy might facilitate a more rational approach to addressing the many problems that uncertainty poses in clinical care.
Building on the organizational approach of Lipshitz and Strauss, we first organize the many varieties of uncertainty in health care according to 2 discrete dimensions, source (type) and issue (domain), and begin by thinking of these dimensions separately. The initial task is to conceive the elemental sources of uncertainty; once this is done, one can then capture and logically classify the full range of salient issues in which these uncertainties are manifest in health care. Figure 1 presents a taxonomy of the first dimension of uncertainty-its source-that is not specific to health care. This taxonomy follows Smithson's model in postulating 3 main sources or types of uncertainty beginning with probability or risk. However, the new taxonomy differs from Smithson's in 2 ways. First, it uses the term ambiguity instead of Smithson's term vagueness to signify the lack of reliability, credibility, or adequacy of risk estimates. The rationale is to maintain consistency with terminology from the substantial body of behavioral decision research on ambiguity aversion. 31 The term ambiguity provides an important theoretical link to this research, although Smithson's terminology is linguistically accurate and favored by some decision theorists. 47, 48 The second difference is the substitution of a new category, complexity, in lieu of Smithson's ''ambiguity.'' This more inclusive category captures a source or type of uncertainty arising not from a phenomenon's indeterminacy (probability) or the lack of reliability, credibility, or adequacy of information about the phenomenon (ambiguity) but from aspects of the phenomenon itself that make it difficult to comprehend. Examples include multiplicity regarding possible states of an event or concept (as in Smithson's definition of ambiguity)-such as the existence of numerous potential outcomes from a medical treatment. Multiplicity may also characterize the causes, effects, or interpretive cues related to an event (as identified in the taxonomies of both Babrow and Mishel) ; an example is the existence of varied risk factors, symptoms, or signs of a given disease. Complexity as such is both an objective and a subjective matter; it is part of the phenomenon itself, but its extent also depends on personal judgment. Importantly, probability, ambiguity, and complexity are not always quantified or quantifiable; Figure 1 illustrates how these 3 types pertain to the exemplary issue of uncertainty about response to breast cancer treatment. Figure 2 presents a new taxonomy of the second dimension of uncertainty in health care: its substantive issues. These can be subdivided into 3 main categories-scientific, practical, and personalaccording to their substantive content and the concerns to which they pertain. Broadly speaking, scientific uncertainty is disease-centered, whereas practical and personal uncertainties are systemand patient-centered, respectively. These 3 main categories can be divided into more specific issues pertaining to health care; Figure 2 provides examples in the case of cancer. Scientific uncertainty encompasses uncertainties about diagnosis, prognosis, causal explanations, and treatment recommendations. Practical uncertainty applies to the structures and processes of care; examples include uncertainty about the competence of one's physician, the quality of care one can expect to receive from a given clinician or institution, or the responsibilities and procedures one must undertake to access care. Personal uncertainty pertains to psychosocial and existential issues including the effects of one's illness or treatment on one's goals or outlook on life, one's personal relationships, the welfare of loved ones, or one's sense of meaning in life. These nonscientific subtypes of uncertainty include issues identified in Kasper's taxonomy-social integration, mastering of requirements, preferred role, physician trustability.
For each of these specific issues of uncertaintyscientific, practical, and personal-the underlying cause may be any of the sources comprising the first dimension of uncertainty: probability, ambiguity, complexity. Any or all of these sources may engender uncertainty about not only diagnosis, prognosis, causal explanations, and treatment recommendations (scientific uncertainty) but also the expected quality of care and the procedures required to access care (practical uncertainty) as well as the effects of
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES illness or treatment on one's personal relationships and goals in life (personal uncertainty). For example, a man contemplating radical prostatectomy for newly diagnosed prostate cancer may experience uncertainty about numerous issues: the potential of cancer recurrence following surgery, the competence of his chosen surgeon and hospital, his ability to adapt to potential surgical side effects including erectile dysfunction and urinary incontinence, and the impact of these side effects on his marital relationship, sense of well-being, and achievement of life goals. In theory, probabilities exist for all of these outcomes, although these probabilities are unknown-and thus ambiguous-in varying degrees and are further compounded by varying degrees of complexity.
The new integrative taxonomy further departs from previous efforts in specifying a third dimension of uncertainty: its locus. In any given clinical circumstance, uncertainty can exist in the minds of patients, clinicians, both, or neither, manifesting the fundamentally relational character of health care. Exactly where uncertainty resides depends on each party's prior exposure to information about the ignorance pertaining to any given issue and on the extent to which their mutual interactions result in a shared subjective awareness of ignorance. For example, uncertainty may be experienced by one party only, whereas the other remains in a state of relative meta-ignorance-lacking knowledge of what he or she does not know. This is the case when physicians are aware of scientific ignorance but fail to inform patients about it. In other cases, physicians and patients may be equally aware (uncertain) or unaware (meta-ignorant) of what they do not know. The locus of uncertainty thus constitutes a critical third dimension that manifests its subjective nature and the extent to which uncertainty is socially constructed and addressed through the interactions of patients and health professionals.
IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND CLINICAL PRACTICE
The new integrative taxonomy synthesizes diverse theories and disciplinary perspectives on the phenomenon of uncertainty and is intended to facilitate an organized approach to the problem of uncertainty. The taxonomy does not constitute a comprehensive theory of knowledge or ignorance, nor does it represent a causal model specifying the effects of different types of uncertainty on particular outcomes. Its categories and concepts, like those of existing taxonomies, are theoretical and have no definite grounding at an ontological level. 49 Rather, the new taxonomy is a heuristic framework, the utility of which lies in its ability to map key dimensions of uncertainty-its issues (scientific, practical, personal), sources (probability, ambiguity, complexity), and locus (patient v. clinician)-in a way that furthers its measurement and analysis by researchers and its diagnosis and management by clinicians. 
Measurement and Analysis of Uncertainty
The principal value of the taxonomy for researchers is as a means of more precisely defining the phenomenon of uncertainty so that it can be better measured and analyzed. The new taxonomy conceptualizes uncertainty as a multidimensional phenomenon with theoretically distinct domains and constructs that are potentially measurable and related to different outcomes, mechanisms of action, and management strategies. This is a departure from past research, which either has treated uncertainty as a monolithic phenomenon 18, 19 or has narrowly focused on uncertainties pertaining to particular sources or issues-such as probability and scientific uncertainty. By expanding the focus to other sources and issues as well as the locus of uncertainty, the new taxonomy provides a more comprehensive framework to guide the development of specific measures to ascertain patients' experiences of different uncertainties and the evaluation of how these uncertainties affect health outcomes and how well they are managed in clinical care. This is a research agenda of growing interest given broadening recognition of the management of uncertainty as a core function of patient-centered communication. 8 
Diagnosis, Prognosis, and Management of Uncertainty
From a clinical standpoint, the principal value of the new taxonomy is as a means of facilitating the diagnosis and management of the uncertainties that arise in clinical practice. These include uncertainties pertaining to issues that are not only scientific but practical and personal and that matter to patients. Differentiating these issues as well as the underlying sources of uncertainty (probability, ambiguity, complexity) enables clinicians to establish the prognosis and thus the appropriate goals and strategies for managing uncertainty, since these characteristics dictate the extent to which uncertainty is reducible and warranted. For example, uncertainty arising primarily from complexity is theoretically reducible, as is uncertainty arising from misunderstandings of scientific evidence. In these cases, the appropriate goal is to reduce uncertainty by improving the comprehensibility and coherence of information and correcting misconceptions. This requires specific tasks including simplifying, breaking down, and organizing information to make its gist clear, 50 and correcting underlying causes of misunderstanding. These causes include mixed messages and misinformation from various sources, including the deliberate ''manufacturing'' of scientific uncertainty in the service of other goals. 51 In contrast, other types of uncertainty identified by the taxonomy are irreducible and require different goals and management strategies. These include uncertainty arising from both probability and ambiguity-whether pertaining to the onset of disease, the benefits and harms of medical treatment, or the practical or personal consequences of illness and its treatment. In these circumstances the appropriate 
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES goal is not to reduce uncertainty but to increase it and assist coping efforts so that decisions are not impaired by anxiety but rather informed by the uncertainty. This is the instrumental goal articulated in the ideal of informed decision making, which advocates educating patients about the uncertainties regarding benefits and harms of medical interventions. 52, 53 This goal of increasing uncertainty, however, poses several challenges. Prevailing wisdom and practice have supported what Babrow and Kline 54 have termed an ''ideology of uncertainty reduction'' in health care. Furthermore, uncertainty may sometimes have undesirable psychological effects, including heightened perceptions and feelings of vulnerability and avoidance of decision making. 28 Physicians are also known to be reluctant to disclose uncertainty to patients, 12 and most health care interventions aim to reduce uncertainty. Patients may not desire or have sufficient psychological capacity to tolerate information about uncertainty. 13, [55] [56] [57] There are also practical and ethical limits to increasing patient uncertainty, which takes time and risks overwhelming patients with information and diverting attention from other important clinical endeavors. 58 Clinicians may not be able to fully address all of the uncertainties that present in a given situation. The challenge for clinical practice is to develop ways of addressing these many concerns and barriers to increasing uncertainty in clinical encounters. In the meantime, the taxonomy might help clinicians to determine the scope of the uncertainties at hand and to work with patients to prioritize which ones to address.
The new taxonomy can also facilitate the clinical diagnosis and management of uncertainty by drawing attention to the locus of uncertainty. This may clarify the respective informational needs and roles of patients and clinicians. For example, uncertainty about practical and personal issues may reside solely with the patient, while the clinician remains in a state of meta-ignorance. In this situation, the diagnosis of uncertainty depends on active elicitation of information by the clinician and communication by the patient. Conversely, scientific uncertainty may reside solely with the clinician, in which case its diagnosis depends on active communication by the clinician and elicitation by the patient. In either case, the new taxonomy highlights how the diagnosis of uncertainty in health care is a relational act. The relational nature of this act places differing responsibilities on clinicians and patients to exchange information and to achieve a shared consciousness of uncertainty. This is a goal articulated in the ideal of shared decision making 52, 59 and in what Epstein and Peters 60 have described as the achievement of ''shared mind.''
The ultimate and most challenging task in managing uncertainty is not to establish its diagnosis or prognosis in the minds of patients and clinicians but to help each party cope with uncertainty. We know the least about how to accomplish this task, since work on this issue has been sparse and largely focused on the provision of information or the process of information exchange. For example, Mishel and colleagues 61 recently developed and tested the effects of a ''decision-making uncertainty management intervention'' aimed at providing relevant information and teaching patient-physician communication skills to patients with early-stage prostate cancer. The intervention reportedly led to improvements in patient knowledge, information seeking, and participation in decision making; lower decisional regret; but no improvements in mood or health-related quality of life. Yet this type of approach does not differ from previously studied informational interventions such as decision aids, all of which are built on the assumption that the successful management of uncertainty-and the most valid indicator of this outcome-consists of knowledge or care processes related to the provision or acquisition of information alone. 62, 63 This cannot be the case, however, since these outcomes and indicators merely reflect the mitigation of reducible ignorance. The new taxonomy makes clear that the real problem is one of managing uncertainty arising from irreducible ignorance and that this entails much more than filling in knowledge gaps. It requires helping patients-and health professionals-cope with the consciousness of ignorance that cannot be remediated. Such coping implies a deeper, broader acceptance of irreducible uncertainty in life, which Mishel 64 characterizes as the adoption of a ''probabilistic world view'' and Babrow and Kline 54 view as a capacity to view uncertainty as a source of possibility or hope. This capacity is likely moderated by individual personality differences and other factors that remain to be elucidated. 55, 56, 65, 66 The ultimate challenge for clinical practice and research is to understand more precisely what coping with uncertainty entails and how it can be promoted. In the meantime, however, the new taxonomy provides a conceptual framework to help clinicians and researchers begin to get a handle on this problem that ''creeps into every pore of medical practice.'' It remains for future work to determine the utility of this taxonomy, to elucidate the mechanisms of uncertainty in health care, and to develop effective strategies for helping people cope with uncertainty in an adaptive way.
